ASPHALT STAMPING
Asphalt Stamping: Per Sq. Ft. $10.00 to $16.00, across the country, Stamped and finished. Here is our cost
broke down.
These prices are with a standard one stamping design and with any border. Their will be additional cost for
special lay-outs, so the cost my very, depending on the job. We can also design any special stamp print. Like
your Logo.
$9.00 to $12.00 sq. ft.
Decorative Asphalt is great; it will bring out the look of your home or business. With this application you get the
longevity of life a beautiful decorative look.

The "Stamped Asphalt Surfacing System" consists of stamping a template into freshly placed or
re-heated asphalt followed by the application of a polymer modified coating.
Stamped Asphalt Coatings have been developed with input from installers... polymer chemists
and the manufacturer to provide a durable, slip and stain resistant attractive user friendly coating.
The system is applied by installers trained in stamping and coating asphalt surfaces.
The owner or designer of the project can choose from several patterns and a combination of
colors to create the desired look.
Ultra-Bond UB 300 Two-part epoxy coating ... "tuff stuff"
Superior protection and surface durability. Best coverage in the industry. Maximum surface adhesion.
ULTRA BOND UB 300 is a premium quality two-part epoxy coating that will preserve and restore old or new asphalt to a
beautiful looking condition. Ideal for commercial front property’s, street walk’s, driveways, pathways, and many more
architectural applications. Some of the features: Low odor, water based, soap and water clean-up, outstanding UV and stain
resistance. Available in a variety of natural colors.
ULTRA BOND UB 300 epoxy coating can be applied roller method or spray method. Nothing compares to this product...

Our product can be installed faster than concrete bricks.
It's highly flexible.
It's a continuous, water-resistant surface. This prevents damage from water getting to
the base (as is common with normal asphalt, bricks, or concrete). It also eliminates the
problem of weeds growing through the cracks.

It's a low-maintenance surface and, when necessary, very easy to repair.
It can also be easily rejuvenated after many years of use.
It doesn't react to salt used during wintertime.
We are the only company in the Kentuckiana area that offers this service.
Best of all, it's highly attractive; give us a call to discuss your project!

Whether it be patio's, walkway's, driveway's, or parking lot's, or any of your Asphalt needs.
GIVE US A CALL: 502-222-5228

